Animal Tracks

What is an animal track?

Have you ever left footprints in the snow, the sand, or the mud? Animals also leave their footprints, called tracks, as well as other signs after they have traveled through a space. Different species leave different, unique prints. Check out New Hampshire Fish and Game’s Pocket Guide to Animal Tracks and see how many different kinds of animal prints and signs you can find out in Odiorne Point State Park!

Where should I look for animal prints?

SAND  MUD  SNOW

What are other types of signs of wildlife?

FOOD SCRAPS  SCAT  FUR
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Animal Tracks

Your Guide to Tracking

Animal Print Identification Challenge

Explore Odiore Point State Park and search for signs of animals!
Can you find two different types of animal tracks? How far can you follow the tracks?

I Notice, I Think, I Wonder

What do you see?
What do you hear?
What do you smell?
What do you feel?